Logging into Canvas through the Apps Portal to Use Chrome

Some computers in the MaineHealth system do not have access to Chrome, the preferred browser for Canvas®. This guide will walk you through accessing Canvas® via Chrome on your workstation computer, even if the browser is not downloaded onto it.

**STEP 1:** Access the Apps Portal on your desktop

**STEP 2:** Click on “APPS” at the top menu

**STEP 3:** Click the “Employee Tools” folder
STEP 4: Click “Canvas LMS”

STEP 5: The Apps Portal will push you to the login page via Chrome

STEP 6: Please see the additional guides “Users with mmc.org Emails” or “Users with non-mmc.org E-mails” which can be located at the bottom of the Canvas© login landing page for further directions.

IF YOU CONTINUE TO HAVE PROBLEMS LOGGING IN PLEASE CONTACT CANVASHELP@MAINEHEALTH.ORG